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Corotating Magnetospheric Convection 

T. W. HILL, A. J. DESSLER, AND L. J. MAHER 

Space Physics and Astronomy Department, Rice University, Houston, Texas 77001 

The longitudinal asymmetry of the Io plasma torus, as predicted by the magnetic-anomaly model and 
observed by Earth-based optical astronomy, provides a driving mechanism for a corotating convection 
system in Jupiter's magnetosphere. Here we deduce some qualitative properties of this convection system 
from the general equations that govern a steady state corotating convection system (although we expect 
that time-dependent effects may also have to be included for a complete description of Jovian con- 
vection). The corotating convection system appears capable of providing both the dominant radial trans- 
port mechanism (with a time scale possibly as short as a few rotation periods) and the dominant mecha- 
nism for extracting energy from Jupiter's rotation (at a rate --•10 •5 W) for driving a wide variety of 
magnetospheric phenomena. A similar corotating convection system may occur in other rotation-domi- 
nated magnetospheres, for example, those of pulsars and Saturn. 

INTRODUCTION 

Several lines of evidence suggest that Jupiter's magnet- 
osphere possesses a persistent longitudinal asymmetry that 
corotates with Jupiter [e.g., Hill et al., 1974b; Vasyliunas, 1975; 
Carbary et al., 1976; Fillius and Knickerbocker, 1979, Vasy- 
liunas and Dessler, 1981]. In particular, recent Earth-based op- 
tical observations have demonstrated a significant longitudi- 
nal asymmetry in the toms of plasma that surrounds Jupiter 
near the orbit of Io (as seen in the collisionally excited emis- 
sion lines of singly ionized sulfur) [Trafion, 1980; Pilcher and 
Morgan, 1980; Trauger et al., 1980]. This asymmetry is ex- 
plained by the existence of an 'active sector,' a restricted range 
of longitude in which the rate of plasma production in the 
magnetosphere is enhanced by processes related to the longi- 
tudinal asymmetry of Jupiter's intrinsic magnetic field [Des- 
sler and Hill, 1975, 1979; Hill and Dessler, 1976]. 

It was initially pointed out by Vasyliunas [1978] that such 
an azimuthally asymmetric plasma mass distribution will 
spontaneously generate a convection system with outward 
flow (away from Jupiter) in the longitude sector having 
greater-than-average plasma mass density, and inward return 
flow in the longitude sector having less-than-average mass 
density. This convection system, like the asymmetry that 
drives it, is fixed in the corotating Jovian frame of reference. 
Thus it differs in two important respects from the solar-wind- 
driven convection that is known to occur in Earth's magnet- 
osphere: (1) the Jovian system is powered by internal, rather 
than external, sources of plasma and energy; and (2) the con- 
vection pattern is fixed in the (rotating) Jovian reference 
frame rather than in the (inertial) solar-wind reference frame. 

requires the solution of a pair of coupled nonlinear partial dif- 
ferential equations, which we derive here but do not solve. 

Chen [1977] has studied the related problem of outward 
convection generated by the mass loading of flux tubes in the 
immediate vicinity of Io and has concluded that such con- 
vection is an unimportant radial transport mechanism. Our 
conclusion differs from Chen's fundamentally because we 
consider the azimuthal asymmetry that drives the convection 
to be fixed in Jovian (System III) longitude [e.g., Vasyliunas, 
1978; Dessler and Hill, 1975, 1979] so that its effects are cu- 
mulative over several Jovian rotations, whereas Chen consid- 
ered the asymmetry to be fixed in relation to Io such that its 
effect is felt at a given longitude for only a fraction of one Jo- 
vian rotation period. (Another, less fundamental, difference is 
that we adopt a larger mass-loading rate than that used by 
Chen, led by recent Voyager and astronomical measure- 
ments.) However, Chen's mathematical formulation of the 
problem is formally similar to that presented here, the main 
differences being in the choice of approximations and bound- 
ary conditions. 

We base our model on the assumption that the immediate 
source of magnetospheric plasma is not Io itself but rather a 
more-or-less complete toms of neutral gas (mostly SO2 and its 
dissociation products) that orbits Jupiter near the orbit of Io. 
The neutral gas cloud is ultimately supplied by Io, but its 
presence at a given longitude is independent of the instanta- 
neous position of Io in its orbit. 

GOVERNING EQUATIONS 

In the corotating frame of reference the toms plasma expe- 
riences an outward centrifugal force that is largely balanced 

In this paper we describe qualitatively the global nature of by the j x B force associated with the acceleration drift cur- 
this convection system and deduce a semiquantitative esti- 
mate of the convection time scale. The estimated convection 

time scale is comparable to a few Jovian rotation periods, and 
hence we conclude that convection represents the dominant 
radial transport process in the Jovian magnetosphere. An im- 
portant additional conclusion is that both the Jovian iono- 
spheric conductivity and the plasma injection rate in the Io 
plasma toms must be considerably larger than previous esti- 
mates in order to make the estimated convection time scale 

consistent with observations and with previous theoretical 
work. A self-consistent treatment of the convection problem 
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rent j. Beyond the orbit of Io at 6 R• distance (R• = Jupiter's 
radius) the force of Jupiter's gravity is negligible compared to 
the corotational centrifugal force. The steady state force-bal- 
ance equation is thus 

pv. VV ---- p•2r -- 2pfl x V + j x B - Vp (1) 

where p is plasma mass density, v is its bulk velocity with re- 
spect to the corotating frame, • is the angular frequency of co- 
rotation, and r is the axial radius vector in a cylindrical (r, 8, 
z) coordinate system aligned with the rotation axis. (In its 
more familiar form, the MHD force-balance equation is writ- 
ten in terms of the velocity v' -- v + ftx r as measured in the 
nonrotating reference frame. In this frame, the centrifugal and 
Coriolis forces (first two terms on the right-hand side of (1)) 
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are included implicitly in the inertial term (left-hand side).) 
We shah neglect the pressure-gradient force -Vp; this is 
equivalent to assuming that the plasma is cold in the sense kT 
•< m•2r2/2. (The pressure-gradient current has the same direc- 
tion and the same longitudinal asymmetry as the centrifugal- 
acceleration current, so the inclusion of the pressure-gradient 
force, while complicating the problem considerably, would 
not change the qualitative nature of the result and would alter 
the quantitative result by at most a factor of the order of two 
[see Dessler, 1980a].) We further assume that the plasma is 
largely confined to a thin equatorial sheet (sufficiently thin 
that B and v have essentially their equatorial values through- 
out the thickness of the sheet)--(1) can then be integrated 
across the sheet thickness to give 

OY. VV • o•2r- 2oft x v + J x B (2) 

where J -- J'jdz and o -- J'pdz; o is thus the mass density per 
unit equatorial area. We further assume that v obeys the fro- 
zen-in-fiux approximation 

E + v x B--0 (3) 

where, in accordance with our steady state assumption, the 
electric field is derivable from a scalar potential: 

E -- -V• (4) 

The velocity is thus a function of the potential: 

v-- B x V•/B 2 (5) 

Upon substituting (5) into (2) we find that the force-balance 
equation (2) contains the four unknown functions o, •, Jr, and 
Js. (The field B is assumed to be given.) The two functions o 
and ß are further related by the mass continuity equation 

v ß (pv) = o (6) 

which translates to 

v. V• -- 0 (7) 

where • -- o/B is the mass per unit magnetic flux, which ac- 
cording to (7) is conserved along streamlines. Utilizing (5), (7) 
can be written 

an an=o (8) Or O0 O0 Or 

It remains now to eliminate J from (2); this is accomplished 
by imposing the current-continuity equation 

(9) 

Thus the divergence of the equatorial magnetospheric current 
must, in a steady state, be compensated by Birkeland (mag- 
netic-field-aligned) currents, and the closure of these Birke- 
land currents through Jupiter's ionosphere imposes a relation- 
ship between E and J both in the ionosphere and (through 
(3)) also in the equatorial plane. (The same procedure is 
widely used in computing the effects of ionospheric con- 
ductivity on terrestrial magnetospheric convection, see, for ex- 
ample, Vasyliunas [1970]; Wolf [1970].) The relationship, de- 
rived in the Appendix, is 

O (r Jr)+ O O (rgr)-•] O (10) 

where •, the height-integrated Pedersen conductivity of Jupi- 

ter's ionosphere, is assumed to be uniform over Jupiter's sur- 
face. The derivation of (10) applies to a spin-aligned dipole 
magnetic field and utilizes the approximation (1 - l/L) i/2 = 
1, where L-- r/R•. 

If we now evaluate Jr and J0 from (2) and insert in (10), 
there results a second differential equation relating ,/and •: 

•B•2R2 4 • r-•- r + '7- 

+ (ll) 

In p•cipal, both •(r, • and •(r, • are completely deter- 
mMed by the two coupled equations, (8) and (11), given ap- 
propriate bounda• conditions, and either •(r, • or •(r, • 
se•es to speedy completely the convection pattern resultMg 
from a given set of bounda• conditions (both are constant 
along stream•es). In practice, we have not discovered any 
analytic tec•ique useful for the solution of (8) and (11); the• 
solution for a given set of bounda• conditions wffi evidently 
requ•e extensive numerical Mtegrations, which we do not 
pursue M this paper. The ult•ate solution to this problem 
must also take Mto account the l•ely possibility that the con- 
vection is t•e dependent, i.e., the convection velocity varies 
appreciably durMg the t•e of one convection cycle. 

However, some useful Mformation may be deduced from 
(2) and (11) under the assumption 

v << f2 r (12) 

This assumption eliminates the inertial term on the left-hand 
side of (2) (which is quadratic in v/(ftr)) and the Coriolis term 
on the fight-hand side (which is linear in v/(ftr)), leaving the 
much simpler equations 

Jr--O (13a) 

Jo = */•2r (13b) 

The same approximation (v << fir) eliminates the nonlinear 
terms of (11), leaving 

4 • r -•r + -- = (•2r/•) (14) r 

Equation (13b) permits the following simple description of 
the driving force of the convection system and the mechanism 
of its coupling to the Jovian ionosphere. The asymmetric mass 
loading of the torus produces a partial ting current, wherein 
/h//00 • 0 implies OJo/00 • O. This pa•ial r•g current must 
close • Jupiter's conduct•g ionosphere via connect•g Bkke- 
land currents. This is •ustrated • Figure 1 for the active sec- 
tor where• • is above average; the sense of the current closure 
• this case requkes an electric field whose dkection co•e- 
sponds (by (3)) to outward flow • this sector. The flow is •- 
ward • the opposite sector (not shown) where • is below aver- 
age. In effect, the heavier side of the toms falls outward • the 
centrifugal force field, draw•g the fighter side •ward aga•st 
the same force field. The rate of fall is controlled by the iono- 
spheric conductivity, which is a measure of the strength of the 
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frictional coupling between the ionized and unionized com- 
ponents of the atmosphere (see below). If the ionospheric con- 
ductivity were vanishingly small, the coupling would be ab- 
sent and the partial ring current would polarize so as to move 
outward (in the active sector) in a 'free-fall' state, presumably 
at something like the local rotational speed (although the local 
rotation speed would then itseft be significantly less than its 
corotation value--see Hill [ 1979]). 

CONVECTION TIME SCALE 

In spite of the simplification accomplished by assumption 
(12) above, the solution of the coupled equations (8) and (14) 
involves considerable mathematical difficulties. We therefore 

simplify the problem further by neglecting the first term with 
respect to the second term on the left-hand side of (14). This 
approximation is strictly valid only in some neighborhood of 
the outflow symmetry streamline wherein/Jr >> Iol, and we will 
employ it here only to obtain an order-of-magnitude estimate 
of the rate of outflow. 

The resulting equation can then be integrated immediately 
to give 

Es ~ -•:r 0/- •/o)/• (15) 

where the constant of integration •/o is chosen as the value of •/ 
at the boundary between inflow (Es > 0) and outflow (Es < 0). 
We shall provisionally take the maximum value of •/along the 
outflow symmetry streamline to be •/,• - 2•/o. This ratio is con- 
sistent with the optical observations of the cool (inner) toms 
cited in the Introduction. (We note that the Voyager UVS ob- 
servations of the hot outer toms [Broadfoot et al., 1981] do not 
reflect the same longitudinal asymmetry as is evident in the 
optical observations. We do not presently have a simple ex- 
planation for this apparent paradox, either in the context of 
our corotating convection model or any other existing model 
of plasma transport. Pending such an explanation, we shall 
explore here the consequences of the factor-of-two asymmetry 
implied by the optical observations.) Thus, taking •/,• = 2•/o in 
(15), we find the maximum outflow velocity to be 

v, O1 = •1,,,) = -Es O1 -- •I,,,)/B • f•: Rx •I,,,/(2ZBx) L '• (16) 

The convection time scale, defined as the transit time from the 
source distance L = Ls to the outer boundary L = Lb (see be- 
low), is 

'•b RdL % -- •> 2•B•/(3•2;i,,,Ls 3) (17) 
s /Jr 

where we have assumed Lb 3 >> Ls 3. 
Equation (17) does not by itself provide a very useful esti- 

mate of the convection time scale because of the large uncer- 
tainty in our knowledge of • and •/,•. (Estimates of • range 
from a value of ~0.1 mho in the absence of auroral particle 
precipitation [Desder and Hill, 1979] to a value in the range 1- 
10 mho in the presence of Io torus precipitation (R. L. 
Thorne, private communication, 1980). There is, however, an 
independent way of estimating •c that enables us to circum- 
vent this difficulty. 

The total mass of the out/lowing plasma is given by 

M •< •lB•rrdr • •nl,•B•R•/L• (18) 
s 

where we have assumed that the outflow occupies a longitude 
sector of width •<•r red. If plasma mass is produced in the 

J 

J v 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the current system associated with outflow 
in the active sector. The longitudinal asymmetry of plasma mass den- 
sity results in a divergence of the equatorial ring current which must 
be compensated by Birkeland (field-aligned) currents. The iono- 
spheric closure of these Birkeland currents. in turn, requires an elec- 
tric field consistent with outward E x B drift in the active sector. 

torus at the rate R(kg/s), then the mean particle lifetime is 

ß c' =M/R •< •nl,•B•R•/(RL•) (19) 

We now have a lower limit (17) and an upper limit (19) for the 
outflow time. If we assume that each limit provides a reason- 
able order-of-magnitude estimate, then by requiring con- 
sistency between these two estimates we arrive at the condi- 
tion 

•R ~ 3_• •i,,,:n:R•L,: (20) 
This result can be combined with the earlier independent re- 
suit 

•/R = Lon/(•rR•B•) (21) 

where Lo represents the distance scale over which tororation 
breaks down [Hill, 1979]. From Voyager I inbound observa- 
tions of plasma flow [McNutt et al., 1979], the value of Lo can 
be estimated [Hill, 1980] as Lo = 20, with perhaps a 10% un- 
certainty. 

Combininõ (20) and (21) yields 

• '• 3•d•7-2 • •m LJ_,oe/B• (22) 

R •, 3x/•7-2 • n B,R/;q,,,LffLo 2 (23) 

Note that, at this point, we remain ignorant of the values of • 
and ;I,., but we have established a reasonable estimate of their 
ratio (22), which is sufficient for the lifetime estimate (17). 
(Likewise the ratio R/;q,,, (23) as required for the alternate life- 
time estimate (19).) Thus from (17) or (19) we obtain 

r• = %' ~ 2• Lo2/(• Ls 2) (24) 

Taking L• = 6 and Lo -- 20 we find 
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Fig. 2. Sketch of the anticipated pattern of convection in the 
corotating frame of reference. The asymmetric source of plasma in the 
Io torus drives an outflow in a restricted range of longitudes; this out- 
flow terminates in the outer magnetosphere ('plasma sink'), probably 
in the form of a planetary wind in the magnetospheric tail. The return 
(inward) flow occurs in a broader range of longitudes and involves 
compression and heating of the low-density plasma therein. Coriolis 
forces cause a retrograde spiral in the outflow, corresponding to sub- 
corotational azimuthal flow in the nonrotating reference frame. (We 
expect the flow to exhibit significant time variations so that no simple 
steady state solution gives a complete representation of the system be- 
havior.) 

Tc >• 14 hours (25) 

i.e., an outflow time comparable to a few rotation periods. 
This estimate should be regarded as a lower limit because 

the Coriolis force, which we have neglected here, tends to re- 
duce the radial velocity compared to our estimate by decreas- 
ing the effective centrifugal driving force. On the other hand, 
any magnetic-field-aligned electric field (also neglected here) 
would tend to increase the radial velocity by reducing the ion- 
ospheric drag force. A further, less serious source of error lies 
in the approximation used above in deriving (15) from (14), 
which may introduce an error in the radial dependence of Eo 
in (15); if E0 actually varies as r • (a > -2), instead of linearly 
as in (15), then the factor x• in (22)-(24) would be replaced 
by x/a + 2. (We have also neglected time variations both in 
the toms asymmetry and in the resulting convection.) 

Nevertheless we regard (24) as a reasonable order-of-mag- 
nitude estimate of the outflow time scale. The total convection 

cycle time would be significantly longer because (a) the return 
half of the cycle (the inflow) is expected to be slower than the 
outflow (see our discussion of the convection pattern below), 
and (b) the initiation of the outflow may be delayed, for ex- 
ample, by a strip of enhanced Jovian ionospheric conductivity 
connected magnetically to the Io toms and produced by par- 
ticle precipitation therefrom. 

Combining (16) with (22), we have the following estimate of 
the maximum outflow velocity 

O r •,• •'• RjL4/( .•' LsLo 2) -- (2.8 krI1/s) (L/6) 4 (26) 

or 

Or/ft' •,• 0.037 (L/6) 3 (27) 

Note that the neglect of inertial forces (i.e., the assumption Or 
<< fir) may become invalid beyond about L --- 10. The con- 
vective outflow velocity would attain the local cor0tation ve- 
locity according to (27) at L >• 18. 

Although we have managed to estimate the outflow velocity 
and time scale without regard to the value of •/m, this parame- 
ter (•/m) is important in determining the self-consistent values 
of • and R ((22) and (23) above) and in assessing the power 
delivered to the magnetosphere through the convection sys- 
tem. The interpretation of Voyager measurements with re- 
spect to the value of •/m is, however, somewhat ambiguous, 
and we will examine this problem in detail, following a short 
description of the overall convection pattern that we envision. 

CONVECTION PATTERN 

Although we have not derived quantitatively the complete 
convection pattern, we can deduce certain qualitative features 
of this pattern from the above results and some further rea- 
soning. The most obvious feature is that convection should be 
outward in the active sector (•/> •/o) and inward in the com- 
plementary longitude sector (•/< •/o). Observations [e.g., Traf- 
ton, 1980] are consistent with the expectation that the active 
sector spans about 100 ø in longitude centered near •xii I • 225 ø, 
as predicted by the magnetic-anomaly model [Dessler and 
Vasyliunas, 1979, and references therein]. Thus we expect the 
outflow to commence near Io's orbit in this restricted range of 
longitudes. 

As the plasma moves outward, two effects act to produce 
deviations from purely radial outflow. First, the (centrifugal) 
driving force increases as the plasma moves outward; thus the 
azimuthal current density and hence electric-field strength in- 
crease (equations 13b and 15 above) and the outflow is con- 
stricted to an even narrower longitude sector. This con- 
striction should continue until inertial forces become 

important in (1). Second, as the plasma moves outward it lags 
behind corotation (owing to the Coriolis force) by an amount 
that increases with increasing radius, this lag becoming signif- 
icant beyond L ~ 20 [Hill, 1979; 1980; McNutt et al., 1979]. 
The flow lines thus spiral outward with a retrograde sense of 
rotation as viewed in Jupiter's frame of reference (Figure 2). 

Plasma must be lost from the outer portion of the con- 
vection system at the same average rate as it is supplied by the 
source at Io. This loss is illustrated schematically by the inter- 
section of the streamlines with the outer 'plasma sink' bound- 
ary in Figure 2. This boundary could, in principal, represent 
the magnetopause, but arguments have been presented pre- 
viously to the effect that plasma is lost principally through the 
planetary spin-periodic opening and closing of field lines on 
the nightside of Jupiter, forming a planetary wind within the 
magnetotaft [Hill et al, 1974b; Carbary et al., 1976]. We there- 
fore expect that outflowing flux tubes from the active sector 
intersect the open field-line boundary (dashed line in the fig- 
ure), expel most of their plasma, and then reconnect to form a 
broad sector of return flow toward Jupiter. This return flow is 
driven by the fringing electric field in Jupiter's ionosphere 
produced by the polarization associated with the outward 
flow in the active sector. Note that the return flow is envi- 

sioned to occupy a much broader range of longitude than the 
outflow and that the speed of this return flow (according to 
(5)) should therefore be correspondingly less than the outflow 
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speed. The inflow region should be characterized by less 
dense, but hotter, plasma than the outflow region; the bulk of 
the Io plasma is lost in the planetary wind (or other plasma 
sink), and the remaining plasma is heated by betatron and 
Fermi compression as it flows back toward Jupiter. We note 
that neither the plasma sink nor the return flow are steady 
state phenomena. 

We emphasize that the pattern illustrated in Figure 2 is 
fixed in the corotating frame of reference (the pattern coro- 
tates although the plasma itself does not). If the plasma loss 
takes place primarily in the magnetospheric tail as described 
by Hill et at. [1974b] and Carbary et at. [1976], then the 
'plasma sink' portion of the outer boundary must be viewed as 
rotating clockwise (as viewed from the north) with respect to 
the fixed convection pattern of Figure 2, and the opening and 
reconnection of the flux tubes occurs once per rotation when 
the 'plasma sink' (i.e., magnetospheric tail) is in the position 
shown. 

A picture that is qualitatively similar to Figure 2, but with 
corotation added, has been presented previously by Chen 
[19771. 

ESTIMATE OF FLUX-TUBE PLASMA CONTENT 

At this point we turn to Voyager observations for an esti- 
mate of the flux tube content •lm. McNutt and Belcher [1981] 
have presented a radial profile of plasma mass density be- 
tween 5 and 45 R•, obtained by the plasma experiment on the 
inbound trajectory of Voyager 1. (Comparisons with the re- 
sults of other Voyager instruments [Scudder et at., 1981] in- 
dicate that the mass density presented by McNutt and Belcher 
does indeed represent the bulk of the plasma population in 
this region.) The near-equatorial mass density p is related to 
the flux-tube content •/by 

n 20H/ ½8) 

where 

Hc -- (2k T/3m•2) •/2 (29) 

is the centrifugal scale height [Hill and Michel, 1976], that is, 
the distance from the centrifugal equator within which the 
plasma is largely confined. (The centrifugal equator marks 
the position of centrifugal equilibrium along a field line--see 
[Hill et at., 1974a; Cummings et at., 1980].) Taking the average 
ion mass (temperature) to be 22 amu (30 e¾) [McNutt and 
Belcher, 1981], we have Hc • 0.75 R•. 

The field strength B in (30) refers to the z component mea- 
sured at, and perpendicular to, the equator; this component 
follows the dipole radial dependence rather closely within 45 
R• (although the total off-equatorial field strength does not) 
[Smith et al., 1974]. Thus we use Hc -- 0.75 R• and B = (0.42/ 
L 3) G in (30) to infer •/(r) from the profile p(r) published by 
McNutt and Belcher [1981]. 

The resulting profile is shown in Figure 3. The connected 
points within r < 10 R• represent simply a low-resolution scal- 
ing of the (higher-resolution) plasma data provided by 
McNutt and Belcher; the points outside 10 R•, however, have 
significance as discrete points-•each point represents a local 
maximum of the mass density associated with the quasi- 
periodic (semidiurnal) variations evident in the data of 
McNutt and Belcher. These variations presumably are due to 
the latitudinal excursions of Voyager 1 about the centrifugal 
(or magnetic) equator owing to the tilt of Jupiter's magnetic 
dipole axis. Thus only the peak values of p within each semi- 

4O 

3O 

2O 

l0 

8 

! ! 

VOYAGER 1 

INBOUND 

1 
4 6 8 I0 20 $o 40 

r, Rj 
Fig. 3. The flux-tube content (mass per unit magnetic flux) as a 

function of Jovicentric distance along the Voyager 1 inbound track, 
calculated from the plasma mass density measurements presented by 
McNutt and Belcher [1981]. This quantity should be conserved along 
convection streamlines in the absence of time variations or unex- 

pected loss processes. The large variation between the regions r < 10 
R• and r > 10 R• is taken to indicate that Voyager I inbound did not 
encounter the outflow region beyond 10 R• (see text and Figure 4 be- 
low). 

diurnal oscillation are relevant for the evaluation of •/, and 
only these are plotted in Figure 3 (beyond 10 R•). (All the 
data within r < 10 R• were taken close to the centrifugal equa- 
tor and within one-half Jovian rotation, so that any latitude 
variation here is impossible to distinguish from radial and/or 
longitudinal variations.) The points beyond 20 R• in Figure 3 
probably represent underestimates of the flux-tube content, 
for two reasons: (1) the equatorial field strength between 10 
and 20 R• is evidently less than the dipole value by as much as 
a factor of 2 [Connerney et at., 1981 ], owing to the ring-current 
inflation of the field, and (2) the centrifugal scale height (29) 
may be increased by as much as a factor of 2, owing to ion 
heating and/or a reduction of the rotation frequency •. We 
represent these combined uncertainties in Figure 3 by attach- 
ing a factor-of-4 error bar on the positive side of each point 
beyond 20 R•. The first effect (ring-current inflation) should 
diminish and, indeed, reverse at some point because the ring- 
current inflation produces an enhancement of the equatorial 
field strength beyond the effective centroid of the ring-current 
distribution; accordingly we have also attached an indefinite 
error bar on the negative side of each point beyond 20 R•. 

In spite of these rather large uncertainties in our estimation 
of flux-tube content, there remains a clear discrepancy in the 
Voyager data as represented in Figure 3. The quantity plotted 
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Fig. 4. The Voyager I inbound track (dotted curve) is plotted in 
r - ;kin coordinates, showing the locations of expected (solid portions 
of the curve) and observed (circles) encounters with the equatorially 
confined plasma distribution. Note that neither the expected nor the 
actual encounters with the equatorial region occurred in the expected 
longitude range of the active-sector outflow region beyond 10 R•. 

is flux-tube content 0/), which, according to (7) above, is sup- 
posed to be conserved along streamlines. It is clearly not con- 
served within 6 Rj •< r <• 10 Rj in the figure, although it ap- 
pears to be well conserved in the region sampled outside of 10 
Rj. Three possible resolutions of this dilemma have occurred 
to us: (1) a powerful loss mechanism may actually have de- 
pleted the flux tubes between 6 Rj and 10 R j; (2) a drastic time 
variation (an order-of-magnitude increase) in the plasma 
source flux [cf. Richardson et at., 1980] may have occurred 
shortly before the Voyager I encounter, thus invalidating (7); 
or (3) Voyager 1 may never have encountered the enhanced 
density of the outflow region (within a scale height of the cen- 
trifugal equator) except within r < 10 R j; i.e. the regions r < 
10 Rj and r > 10 Rj in Figure 3 are not connected by con- 
vection streamlines. 

We favor the third explanation for the following reasons: 
1. The lifetimes of ions against recombination and against 

precipitation into Jupiter's atmosphere both exceed by many 
orders of magnitude the particle residence time estimated 
above (25), or even the more conservative residence times esti- 
mated by other workers, as discussed later. No other effective 
loss mechanism is evident. 

2. The possibility of a drastic time variation cannot be de- 
finitively ruled out, although we consider it implausible in 
view of the lack of evidence for any such variation in remote 
observations of the torus emissions [Brown et at., 1981]. (The 
Voyager 2 inbound data presented by McNutt [1980], taken 4 
months later, are quite compatible with the r > 10 Rj data of 
Figure 3. Voyager 2 did not pass within 10 Rj of Jupiter, and 
plasma density data for the outbound legs of Voyagers 1 and 2 
are not available because of unfavorable detector orienta- 

tions--see McNutt and Belcher [1981].) 
3. The conclusion that Voyager I on its inbound orbit did 

not encounter the active-sector outflow outside of 10 Rj is not 
only plausible, it is a necessary consequence of our model. We 

illustrate this fact in Figure 4 in which the Voyager 1 inbound 
trajectory is plotted in r - Aii I coordinates (Aii I is the radio sys- 
tem III (1965) longitude of the subspacecraft point). The solid 
portions of the trajectory indicate intervals when Voyager 1 
was within one scale height (0.75 R•) of the centrifugal equa- 
tor as determined from a centered dipole model of Jupiter's 
magnetic field tilted 10.8 ø toward 3,m -- 200 ø. On the remain- 
der of the trajectory (dotted portion), Voyager 1 was more 
than one scale height from the centrifugal equator and thus 
unable to detect the bulk of the equatorially confined plasma 
at the given longitude. (If we had used the magnetic equator 
rather than the centrifugal equator as the hypothetical equi- 
librium point of the latitudinal mass distribution [cf. Hill et 
at., 1974b; Goertz, 1976; Cummings et at., 1980], the solid por- 
tions of the curve would have been displaced only slightly in 
longitude, not significantly on the scale of Figure 4.) The cir- 
cles denote the positions along the trajectory of the local (semi- 
diurnal) maxima in the plasma mass density data of McNutt 
and Belcher [1981] (the same points as given in our Figure 3 
for r > 10 R•, plus the maximum of the torus profile at r • 6 
R•). 

The point we wish to make with Figure 4 is that the actual 
observed crossings of the plasma sheet (circles in the figure) 
occurred well outside the predicted longitude sector of the 
convective outflow. [This is also true, though to a lesser extent, 
of the expected crossing positions (the solid portions of the 
trajectory).] The outflow is expected to be confined (at least) 
within the active sector, which is drawn as a 60 ø longitude sec- 
tor centered on 3,m -- 230 ø near the torus and spiraling to 
greater longitudes with increasing radiusrathe spiral angle is 
qualitatively sketched in a manner consistent with the ob- 
served corotation lag and also consistent with the observed lag 
between expected and observed plasma-sheet crossings. We 
therefore conclude that Voyager 1 did not encounter the en- 
hanced density of the outflow sector, which is confined both in 
longitude (as described above) and in latitude (as described 
earlier by Hill and Michel [1976] and by $iscoe [1977]), except 
within 10 R• distance. The large variations observed within 10 
R• can be interpreted entirely as longitudinal variations (these 
data were all taken within a scale height of the centrifugal 
equator, and the maximum occurs in the active sector as ex- 
pected). Specifically, we propose that the peak value •/l • 4 x 
10 -3 kg/W observed near (r -- 6 R•, 3,m -- 200 ø) applies to the 
entire symmetry streamline of the outflow region, but that 
Voyager 1 inbound did not encounter the near-equatorial por- 
tion of this outflow streamline beyond 10 R• because of unfa- 
vorable orbit parameters. Thus we would adopt •/l • 4 x 10 -3 
kg/W for the value of 7•m as defined above. A similar analysis 
of the Voyager 2 inbound data of McNutt [1980] is consistent 
with the same interpretation, although in this case the semi- 
diurnal (latitudinal) peaks beyond 10 R• are less clearly de- 
fined and the spacecraft did not approach within 10 R•. 

On the other hand, it is possible that we have been deceived 
by either (1) an unanticipated plasma loss mechanism or (2) a 
drastic time variation, as discussed above, such that the more 
appropriate value for the bulk of the outflow region would be 
*72 • 2 X 10 -4 kg/W, which is characteristic of the values 
beyond 10 R• in Figure 3. In the following we shall therefore 
estimate all parameters depending on •7m in terms of the two 
possible extreme values, •71 • 4 x 10 -3 kg/W and */2 • 2 x 
10 -4 kg/W. 

For example, the self-consistently required values of • and 
R ((22) and (23) above, respectively) would be 
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5mho 0.25 mho (7 = 7,) (30) 
(n = n:) 

and 

5 x 1031 amu/s R • 2.6 X 1030 amu/s 
(7 -- 70 

(7 = 72) (3 l) 

We can compare (30) with the range • • 1-10 mho computed 
by R. M. Thorne (private communication, 1980) from the ef- 
fect of enhanced ionization in the Jovian ionosphere caused 
by electron precipitation from the Io plasma toms (this en- 
hanced ionization, and the associated enhanced conductivity, 
would tend to follow the convection outward, i.e., poleward as 
projected onto Jupiter, within the outflow region). 

CONVECTION POWER 

The convection system provides a specific mechanism for 
tapping Jupiter's rotational energy to power magnetospheric 
phenomena. The equatorial ring current of the outflow region 
(Figure 1), where J. E < 0, converts rotational energy into 
electromagnetic energy that is largely stored in the outward 
magnetic-field distortion produced by the current J. This en- 
ergy is consumed both by the compression (and attendant 
particle acceleration) that occurs in the inflow region and by 
Joule heating in the ionosphere, both of which regions have 
J.E>0. 

The rate of this energy conversion is readily estimated [cf. 
Dessler, 1980a; Eviatar and $iscoe, 1980] by considering that 
mass is transported at the rate R(kg/s) through the centrifugal 
potential field w2r, where w _• g is the actual rotation fre- 
quency of the plasma. Thus the power delivered is 

P • R ••• oo2rdr (32) 
where rm is the outer limit of the outflow region. A reasonable 
approximation to this integral is obtained [Hill, 1979] if we as- 
sume w -- g for L < Lo and w -- g (Lo/L) 2 for L > Lo, where 
Lo ((20) above) is the characteristic distance for corotation 
breakdown as described above (we assume Lo • rm/Ra). Thus 
(32) gives 

P • a•2a•2Lo 2 • 3•rr•3a• 4 B•7mL s (33) 

For the two alternate empirical values 71 and 72 described in 
the preceding section, the power is 

Pl • 5.5 X 1015W (7 • 70 
P2 • 2.7 X 1014 W (7 • 72) (34) 

Another relevant parameter is the total electric potential 
drop •o across the outflow region, which represents the rate at 
which magnetic flux is intercepted by the outflow: 

•o -- R/7 • 22 MV (35) 

(independent of the choice of 7). By contrast, the total poten- 
tial drop associated with an Earthlike solar-wind-driven con- 
vection system at Jupiter has been estimated from simple scal- 
ing laws as •sw • 1 MV [e.g., Kennel and Coroniti, 1977]. 
From this comparison we conclude that solar-wind-induced 
convection is negligible compared to internally driven con- 
vection insofar as radial plasma transport is concerned. 

It is interesting to note that the relation (35) establishes the 
exact equivalence between the volume integral of-j. E over 

the outflow region and the alternate form (32) that we have 
used to estimate the power in the outflow. 

The total current associated with the convection system can 
be obtained by integrating the current density (13b) over the 
outflow region. A simpler and equivalent method (the equiva- 
lence again being established by (35)) is 

ß 

2.5 >• 108 A (7 • 70 (36) I--P/•- 1.25x107A (7-72) 
Using similar parameters, Dessler [1980b] has estimated that 
roughly 5 x 10 • A flows through the toms itself; the remainder 
of the current is distributed through the much larger volume 
of the convective outflow region. (When comparing the results 
of Dessler [1980b] with those of the present paper, the reader 
should note the different definitions of the symbol o.) 

DISCUSSION 

The phenomenon of internally driven convection is implicit 
in most discussions of large-scale radial transport in Jupiter's 
magnetosphere, and especially in any discussion of a plan- 
etary wind outflow. It has usually been assumed, either im- 
plicitly or explicitly, that the internally driven convection con- 
sists of small-scale eddies whose motion is stochastic and 

longitudinally symmetric and therefore describable in terms 
of a radial diffusion equation. Such models have been devel- 
oped under the assumption that the eddy convection is driven 
either by Jovian atmospheric winds [Brice and McDonough, 
1973] or by the interchange instability of the Io toms mass dis- 
tribution [$iscoe and Summers, 1981]. 

The convection system described here, as driven by the lon- 
gitudinal asymmetry of the Io toms, differs in two important 
respects from these radial diffusion models: (1) it is character- 
ized by a systematic pattern with outflow in the active sector 
and inflow in the complementary longitude sector; this pattern 
corotates with Jupiter, although the plasma may not; and (2) it 
is considerably faster, transporting matehal outward on a time 
scale of a few rotation periods, compared to • 1 year for atmo- 
spherically driven diffusion [Coroniti, 1974] or •45 days for 
centrifugally driven interchange diffusion [$iscoe and Sum- 
mers, 1981]. (It should be noted, however, that the estimate of 
Siscoe and Summers would be comparable to our estimate if 
our larger estimate of R (31) were used in their analysis. Their 
method of estimating the time scale is essentially equivalent to 
our second method (19) above.) The return (inflow) half of the 
convection cycle should occur somewhat more slowly, requir- 
ing perhaps several Jovian rotations. 

Our convection pattern (Figure 2) should be considered a 
gross time-average pattern upon which may be superimposed 
a noise component associated with eddy convection of the 
type described by Siscoe and Summers. In our large-scale pat- 
tern the flux-tube content (7) is conserved, and the mass distri- 
bution is therefore marginally stable against flux-tube inter- 
change motions [see Hill, 1976, and references therein]. It is 
likely that the flux-tube interchange instability as described by 
Siscoe and Summers initiates the plasma outflow (particularly 
when the Io plasma source is time variable), and that our con- 
vection pattern represents the steady state toward which the 
system evolves, i.e., the saturation state of the centrifugal in- 
terchange instability. 

The corotating convection pattern that we have proposed 
has a number of observable consequences. The most obvious 
prediction is that the .radial plasma velocity component 
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should vary systematically with Jovian longitude (but with 
time-dependent fluctuations). This prediction can in principle 
be checked against Voyager plasma flow measurements, al- 
though there appears to be some difficulty in deriving infor- 
mation on the radial velocity components from the Voyager 
plasma data [see, for example, McNutt and Belcher, 1981]. 

Other potentially observable effects include those of the as- 
sociated Birkeland currents [Desder, 1980b] and of the com- 
pression that takes place in the inflow region opposite the ac- 
tive sector [Desder et al., 1981]. For example, Desder [1980b] 
has suggested that the Birkeland currents associated with the 
asymmetric ring current (Figure 1) are associated with the 
decametric and/or kilometric radio emissions which are 
known to be highly structured in Jovian longitude. Further, 
Desder et al. [1981] have attributed the observed Lya 'hydro- 
gen bulge' at a fixed Jovian longitude opposite that of the ac- 
tive sector [Sandel et al., 1980] to the precipitation of hot elec- 
trons in the inflow sector of the corotating convection system. 

Other experimental tests capable of distinguishing between 
the corotating convection model described here and the radial 
diffusion models prevalent in the literature will no doubt be- 
come apparent. The fundamental distinction is the extent to 
which the magnetospheric plasma mass distribution and the 
resultant radial transport properties depend on Jovian longi- 
tude. 

Saturn's magnetosphere also exhibits spin-periodic radio 
emissions [Kaiser et al., 1980], in spite of the negligible tilt 
angle between its spin axis and magnetic dipole axis [Smith et 
al., 1980; Ness et al., 1980]. This spin periodicity may reflect 
the existence of a corotating plasma asymmetry in Saturn's 
magnetosphere, in which case the corotating convection sys- 
tem described above may apply also to Saturn. 

APPENDIX 

Here we show that the current-continuity equation 

V.j --0 (A1) 

implies equation (10) of the text when applied to both the 
equatorial and Jovian ionospheric ends of a field line. 

Integrating (A1) across the equatorial current sheet yields 

1 o 1 o 
2jll c + -- (rJr e) + - (J•e) -- 0 (A2) r• r• 

where superscript 'e' denotes the equatorial end of the field 
line and Jlf is defined positive for currents flowing away from 
the equatorial plane toward Jupiter. (For simplicity we will 
assume a spin-aligned dipole magnetic field so that j, flows 
symmetrically to northern and southern hemispheres.) 

The Birkeland current density j, is (by definition) propor- 
tional to the field strength B as it flows along the field toward 
Jupiter's ionoSPhere (it is assumed that no significant trans- 
verse currents flow except at the equatorial and ionospheric 
ends of the field line). Thus 

jll i -- jii=Bi/B • --/,•(4 - 3 sin 20I/:/L 3 (A3) 

where superscript T denotes the Jovian ionospheric end of the 
field line (either northern or southern hemisphere), and • is 
the polar angle (colatitude) of a Jupiter-centered spin-aligned 
spherical (R, •, 8) coordinate system, i.e., 

sin: •= 1/L (A4) 

At the Jovian ionospheric end of the field line, (A1) can be 

integrated through the Pedersen-conducting layer of the iono- 
sphere to give 

•jll i IB•i/Bi I + 
1 

Sin • O• (J•i Sin 0 q' 
1 

Rj sin • 00 (JSi) •-" 0 
(AS) 

For the surface dipole field, 

= 2 leos 1/(4 - 3 sin: •)1/2 

We assume that Jupiter's ionosphere has uniform Pedersen 
conductivity Y. so that 

ji•__. E !•i 

Combining (A3) through (A6) yields 

(2 (l - = (rd sin 0 + 
(A7) 

The electric-field components can be mapped from the iono- 
sphere to the equatorial plane according to 

E• = Es i L -3/•- 

I L_3/•_ g/= - • g• i (1 -- l/L) -1/2 (A9) 

and from (A4) we have 

0 - 2L 3/: (1 - l/L) '/: O-• 
Combining (A2) with (A7) through (A10) yields 

O• (rJ/) + (J•) = - 4Y. • [L(1 - l/L) '/: El] 

(^8) 

(A10) 

- Y. (1 - l/L) '/: 0-• (E•) (All) 

If we adopt the approximation 

(1- l/L)'/:= 1 (A12) 

(good for L --> 6) and suppress the superscript 'e,' (All) be- 
comes (10) of the text. 
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